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Dear ABC,

 Thanks for choosing http://www.indastro.com

We have been providing astrology consultation and advice on true Vedic principles on the internet since 2000 
and serviced over a million customers with our free and premium services. As per your requirement, we have 
prepared Destiny & Remedies reading - 2 years:

A:
Effects of planets: 

Three important planets [Saturn, Rahu and Mars] will move through Libra sign and will bring in events that may 
not be easy to handle without advance preparation of your mind.

Saturn:
Effects of Saturn's transit in the 7th house from ascendant and Sun:
All your relatives and your close associates will make increasingly larger demands on you and it will be quite 
difficult for you to meet all of them at the same time.
This can even end or at least strain many of your relationships that can include familial ones.
Love life or marital life will be the easiest ones to get affected or stalled.
Peers at work too will be more or differently demanding now.
Travels are expected and may keep you separated from family.
Expenses will increase and your health may not keep fully fit.
Ill health of spouse, partner or father may occur.

Effects of Saturn's transit in the 11th house from Moon:

This transit gives gain of money, fulfillment of desires, acquisition of property, marriage and domestic happiness.
Gain of fame, promotion, honor and sexual enjoyments are seen.
You may get cooperation from most people and reward from the authorities.
This period can be made into a high period in your life.
Cooperation from most people, hopes and wishes, ideals and objectives can meet with success and gain.
You can accumulate good money.

Rahu:
Rahu in the 7th house from ascendant and Sun will fulfill your desires for personal possessions and you financial 
condition will improve.
You will become practical and your power of endurance and perseverance will develop.
Persons of good standing will be closer to you and you will get fame.
This will improve your position and you will see gains.
You will be quite confident.
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Rahu in the 11th house from Moon will give you new friendships and gains through them and through your elder 
siblings.
Financial gain and profits are possible.
You may expand your work or business for good profit.
Friends and relatives will be sincerely helpful.
You will face significant troubles from or through children, if applicable.

Mars:
Mars will move through your Virgo and Libra, in the 6th and 7th houses from ascendant and from Sun and in the 
10th and 11th houses from Moon.

Through the 6th house from ascendant/Sun:
Infections, fevers and injuries are possible.
Gain, progress and happiness are expected.
Favor from seniors for good work and victory over enemies can occur.

Through the 7th house from ascendant/Sun:
Tension in all relationships can be overcome by cooperation and not by arguments.
Learn to give in.
Adjustments will smooth out strained relations.

Through 10th house from Moon:
Conflict with superiors and colleagues will occur.
They will block your work.
Failure in some attempts, ill health, fear and enmity and anxiety about events at occupation will be present.

Through the 11th house from Moon:
Group relationships will offer success.
Gain of money is possible.
You will get reward for hard work done.

B.
Suggestions on what to do and what not to do:

What you should do:
Independent hard work will be called for.
Your thinking to defeat others and to deal with every challenge will cost you much more.
Team work WILL BE the watch word.
Maintain balance for effective success.
You should control your expenses and various pleasures.
Take care against possible ear trouble.
Deal confrontations with wisdom to bring these to your advantage.
At work you must rise to the demands and expectations of your superiors.
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If you do so you will be rewarded.
You should have firm [not rigid] views and must be very practical for appropriate gains.
Honor team work.

What you should NOT do:
Discords in live or in marriage can develop and you will need to avoid these.
Avoid getting under debts.
Avoid inclination to cheat others.
Do not avoid giving in when the action is truly positive.
But do not be influenced by unworthy people.
Do not neglect marital or love related discords.
Do not gamble or speculate or take any other risks in any matter as you will certainly lose in all of them.
Often you may behave compulsively and inappropriately and this will bring negative result and must be avoided.
Straining your health over much should be avoided.

C.
Specific astrological remedies to either reduce the bad effects or
to improve the good effects.

1.
Chant Om Durgaoi NamahaÂ as frequently as possible, the more the better.�

Even silent chanting will do.
2.
Keep fast during evenings and nights of all Saturdays.
3.
Sleep with your head towards the South direction.
4.
Perform some social work or community service voluntarily.

4)
Other points you would do well to take note of:
You will go through a destined phase of time and none of your own plans or ideas will work out in any area of life,
especially in occupation.
You must move with the natural flow of events and must not go against them as otherwise you will face doubly 
negative results.
Major obstructions arising out of serious conflicts with superiors and colleagues can lead to your loss and can 
tempt or trigger you to be combative.
There will be many restrictions on you and you may not be allowed to use your freedom of taking independent 
decisions.
But it is absolutely necessary to remain focused to work and avoid controversies.
Communication failure will be extremely prominent in all areas of life and there is much need to keep things 
under your control.
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Certain events will be too slow to progress and not move as per your desire and these will be often due to your 
wrong attitude.

All the above mentioned trends in your Destiny & Remedies Reading will be predicted for 2 years upon ordering 
the 2 years reading. 
    

Best Regards,

 

Pt. Punarvasu

 

Click here to upgrade your Membership. Upgrading to Paid Membership will get you monthly consultations at 
huge discount and many other benefits. 

 

You may also like:

Detailed Horoscope Reading 

Career Analysis Report

Composite Astrology report   (a more than 40 page life report for you)

 

Please Note: All predictions and opinion provided are based on the birth data provided by the querist. Any 
discrepancy or doubt about the birth details can render the entire opinion unreliable.

www.indastro.com
Indianet Consultants,

D-19 & 31, South Extension - 1, 
New Delhi- 110049, India.

Tel: +91 11 2465 4365,
ccare@indastro.com

Now Consult Our Astrologer Live on Phone/Video/Web Chat
For Personal Consultation. Click Here
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